
Proposed summer camp on Denman Island: The DFNDRZ

Overall Concept. 

DFNDRZ is a multimedia environmental project for young people initiated by The Peaceable Company 
headed by Philippa Steel. 

The highlight of the project will be an internationally distributed animated feature film, The DFNDRZ 
which is currently in pre-production. 

Concurrently, the plan is to create an interactive digital platform where kids can ask questions, exchange 
information and ideas, learn about traditional Indigenous ways of interacting with the environment, 
organize petitions, become pro-active, create movements for change –all  around the concept of 
defending the environment.    This side of the project will be non-profit and conducted under the 
auspices of Educating towards Change Society – a registered Canadian Charity. 

Part of this platform will be live action web series created by kids for kids – both fun fantasy adventures 
where they build on the stories in the feature films – and practical, documentary style videos of real and 
realistic actions they can take to defend their world … 

This summer we propose a pilot summer camp to work with a group of approximately 15-20 kids aged 
13-15years to create the first videos for the web series.    The summer camp is fully funded  courtesy The 
Peaceable Company.  Since Hilary Pryor, Executive Director of ETC Society ,has just bought a property on 
Denman and plans to move there this summer  - we would like to look into the feasibility of conducting 
the camp on Denman the third week of August. 

1.  We would need  a large space  for kids and camp leaders to meet, talk with environmental 
experts and with guest Aboriginal  elders,  discuss ideas , write scripts, create masks, do artwork 
for props,  rehearse etc.  etc.  This could be a large barn , the local school or…..??? 

2. We would need access  to nature for filming – could be beaches, lake, fields, and forests/woods 
(  these possible on Pryor’s property)  etc. 

3. We would need accommodation for any visiting camp leaders and for the participants .  This 
could be a camp ground if we ahd good washroom/shower  facilities. Or we could consider 
billets? 

4. We will be auditioning kids so that we know we have a group that are fully committed – and 
interested – not just being slotted into a summer camp by overloaded parents!!  Denman kids 
will be welcome to audition but we will also be auditioning in Victoria 

5. We would probably need a bus to transport everyone around the Island
6. We  would love to contract Denman folk as much as possible  depending on skill set and 

availability to be :  camp manager, camp counsellors/leaders, environmental experts, acting 
coaches/videographers , caterers, artists and prop builders  and so on.  

 We are very early in our planning so if the Denman community is interested, it would be a great 
opportunity to plan together!


